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Abstract  

With the growth of civil aviation traffic 

capacity, safety and environmental considerations 

urge today for the development of guidance systems 

with improved accuracy for spatial and temporal 

trajectory tracking. This should induce increased 

capacity by allowing safe operations at minimum 

separation standards. Also, at take-off and landing, 

trajectory dispersion should be reduced resulting in 

controlled noise impacts on airport surrounding 

communities. Current civil aviation guidance systems 

operate with real time corrective actions to maintain 

the aircraft trajectory as close as possible to the 

planned trajectory. In this paper, we consider the 

problems of designing new longitudinal guidance 

control laws for an autopilot so that accurate vertical 

tracking and overfly time are better insured. Instead 

of using time as the independent variable to describe 

the guidance dynamics of the aircraft, we adopt 

distance to land, which can be considered today to be 

available online with acceptable accuracy and 

availability. A new representation of aircraft 

longitudinal guidance dynamics is developed 

according to this spatial variable. Then a nonlinear 

inverse control law based-on this new proposed 

spatial representation of guidance dynamics is 

established to make the aircraft follow accurately a 

vertical profile and a desired airspeed. The desired 

airspeed is then regulated to make the aircraft overfly 

different waypoints according to a planned time-

table. Then simulations experiments with different 

wind conditions are performed for a transportation 

aircraft performing a general descent approach for 

landing. These simulation results are compared with 

those obtained from a classical time-based guidance 

control law. 

Introduction 

World air transportation traffic has known a 

sustained increase over the last decades leading to 

airspace near saturation in large areas of developed 

and emerging countries. For example, today up to 

27,000 flights cross European airspace every day 

while the number of passengers is expected to double 

by 2020. Then safety and environmental 

considerations urge today for the development of new 

guidance systems with improved accuracy for spatial 

and temporal trajectory tracking. Available 

infrastructure of current ATM (Air Traffic 

Management) will no longer be able to stand this 

growing demand unless breakthrough improvements 

are made. 

In the future air traffic management environment 

defined by SESAR (Single European Sky ATM 

Research) and NextGen (Next Generation Air 

Transportation System) projects, two main objectives 

are targeted, strategic data link services for sharing of 

information and negotiation of planning constraints 

between ATC (Air Traffic Control) and the aircraft in 

order to ensure planning consistency and the use of 

the 4D aircraft trajectory information in the flight 

management system for ATC operations [1], [2], [3]. 

This means that in addition to following the 

trajectory cleared by ATC, aircraft will progress in 

four dimensions, sharing accurate airborne 

predictions with the ground systems, and being able 

to meet time constraints at specific waypoints with 

high precision when the traffic density requires it [4], 

[5], [6], [7]. This will allow better separation and 

sequencing of traffic flows while green climb/descent 

trajectories will be feasible in terminal areas. 

Current civil aviation guidance systems operate 

with real time corrective actions to maintain the 

aircraft trajectory as close as possible to the planned 

trajectory or to follow timely ATC tactical demands 

based either on spatial or temporal considerations [8], 

[9]. While wind remains one of the main causes of 

guidance errors [10], [11], [12], these news 

solicitations by ATC are attended with relative 

efficiency by current airborne guidance systems. 

However, these guidance errors are detected for 

correction by navigation systems whose accuracy has 

known large improvements in the last decade with 

the hybridization of inertial units with satellite 

information. Nevertheless, until today vertical 



guidance remains problematic [13], [14] and 

corresponding covariance errors [15] are still large 

considering the time-based control laws which are 

applied by flight guidance systems [12], [16]. 

In this paper, we consider the problem of 

designing new vertical guidance control laws for an 

autopilot so that accurate vertical tracking and 

overfly time are better insured. Instead of using time 

as the independent variable to describe the guidance 

dynamics of the aircraft, we adopt distance to land, 

which can be considered today to be available online 

with acceptable accuracy and availability. A new 

representation of aircraft vertical guidance dynamics 

is developed according to this spatial variable. Then a 

nonlinear inverse control law based-on this new 

proposed spatial representation of guidance dynamics 

is established to make the aircraft follow accurately a 

vertical profile and a desired airspeed [17], [18]. The 

desired airspeed is then regulated to meet two main 

constraints related to the stall speed and the 

maximum operating speed and to make the aircraft 

overfly different waypoints according to a planned 

time-table. 

Then simulations experiments with different 

wind conditions are performed for a transportation 

aircraft performing a general descent approach for 

landing. These simulation results are compared with 

those obtained from a classical time-based guidance 

control law. It appears that with this new guidance 

approach, vertical 2D plus time guidance can be 

achieved more accurately with standard spatial 

tracking convergence in height and time. 

Aircraft Longitudinal Flight Dynamics 

The motion of an approach/descent 

transportation aircraft along a landing trajectory will 

be referenced with respect to a RRF (Runway 

Reference Frame) where its origin is located at the 

runway entrance as shown in Figure 1. 

The vertical plane components of the inertial 

speed are such as: 

xairair wVx +−= γcos&
                     (1a) 

zairair wVz += γsin&
                      (1b) 

and inversely: 
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where x  and z  are the vertical plane coordinates of 

the aircraft centre of gravity in the runway reference 

system,  is the airspeed modulus, airV airγ  is the 

airspeed path angle,  and  are the wind 

components in the RRF. 
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Figure 1. Aircraft Forces 

 

Adopting classical assumptions such as the RRF 

being an inertial frame, local flatness of the Earth, 

constant aircraft mass, the translational acceleration 

equations can be written as: 
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+
+−=&&

             (3a) 
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VzDTzm

airair
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γα
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sin,,sin&&
                (3b) 

T ,  and  are respectively the thrust, drag 

and lift forces. The lift and drag forces are given by: 

D L

( ) Lair SCVzL 2

2

1 ρ=                          (4a) 

( ) Dair SCVzD 2

2

1 ρ=                         (4b) 

where ( )zρ ,  , and  represent the air density 

with respect to the altitude, the wing surface area, the 

lift and drag coefficients, respectively. 
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According to the polar model, the aerodynamic 

parameters ,  and  are such as: 0C 1C 2C

2
0 00 LD kCCC +=                           (6a) 

αLL CkCC
0

21 =                           (6b) 

2
2 αLkCC =                              (6c) 

Assuming first order dynamics with time 

constant τ for the engines, we get between 

commanded thrust  and effective thrust T  the 

following relation: 

CT

( TTT C −= τ
1& )                             (7) 

Under the above assumptions, the pitch rate is 

given by: 

q=θ&                                      (8) 

Equations (3a) and (3b) can be rewritten in the 

aircraft airspeed frame such as: 
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where α  denotes the angle of attack with: 

airγθα −=                                  (10) 

Space Referenced Longitudinal Flight 

Dynamics 

Considering that during an approach/descent 

manoeuvre without holdings the distance-to-land 

time function  is invertible it is possible to 

express during these maneuvers all the flight 

variables with respect to 

( )tx

x  and its derivatives instead 

of time. 

Here ground speed at position x  and time t  is 

given by:  

xairairG wVxV +−== γcos&
                  (11) 

 

Here the following notation is adopted: 

[ ]k

k

k

dx

d ∗=∗  and the guidance dynamics can be written 

as: 
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then, with respect to [ ]2z  we get: 
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The independent control inputs to the above 

flight dynamics are chosen to be q  and  while  

and  are perturbation inputs. Equivalent controls 

 and  are respectively the result of pitch control 

and the result of the engine thrust setting. 

CT xw

zw

q CT

Note that, the space-based state equation related 

to the pitch is such as: 
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where M ,  denote respectively the pitch moment 

and inertia moment according to the aircraft lateral 

axis: 
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with c  and eδ  represent the mean chord line and the 

elevator deflection, respectively. 

Vertical Trajectory Tracking Control 

Objectives 

Here main guidance objectives can be twofold: 



• To follow accurately a space-referenced 

vertical profile )(xzd
 in accordance with 

economic and environmental constraints, 

• To respect a desired time table ( )xtd  for its 

progress towards the runway in accordance 

with air traffic management considerations, 

while speed constraints must be satisfied.  

Trying to meet directly the second objective in 

presence of wind can lead to hazardous situations 

with respect to airspeed limits. So this objective is 

expressed through the on-line definition of a desired 

airspeed to be followed. Here, it is supposed that 

online estimates of wind parameters are available 

[15]. 

From the desired time table , we get a 

desired ground speed : 

( )xtd( )xV
dG

( ) )/)(/(1 dxxdtxV dGd
=                    (16) 

then, tacking into account an estimate of the 

longitudinal component of wind speed, a space-

referenced desired airspeed  can be defined: ( )xV
dair

• For low speeds, a minimum margin with 

respect to the stall speed at the current 

desired level: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }xwxVVxzVxV xGdSair dd
ˆ ,Max min −Δ+=    (17) 

where , and  are the stall speed, the 

minimum margin speed and the estimate of the 

horizontal wind speed, respectively. 

SV minVΔ xŵ

• For high speeds, an airspeed less than the 

maximum operating speed at the current 

desired level: 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }xwxVxzVxV xGdair dd
ˆ ,Min MO −=          (18) 

where  denotes the maximum operating speed. MOV

• In all other cases: 

( ) ( ) ( )xwxVxV xGair dd
ˆ−=                       (19) 

Space-Based Against Time-Based 

Reference Trajectories 

In the literature, countless control techniques 

have been designed for aircraft trajectory tracking 

using time as the independent variable [23] while 

quite nothing has been published until recently with 

space as the independent variable [18]. However, 

many ATC solicitations to aircraft guidance can be 

considered to introduce space based constraints (time 

separation at a given waypoint, continuous descent 

approaches, time metered approaches for optimal use 

of runways, etc). The use of classical time based 

guidance systems in these situations appears to 

contribute to the Flight Technical Error (FTE) of the 

guidance system. Then, to display the interest for this 

new approach, in this section it is shown how for 

general aircraft operations linear decoupled space and 

time referenced guidance dynamics are not 

equivalent.  

It has been shown in [18] that nonlinear inverse 

control techniques can be used to make the guidance 

variable z  and  to satisfy decoupled linear spatial 

dynamics such as: 
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where the corresponding characteristic polynomials 

are chosen to be asymptotically stable with adequate 

transients and response times. Here  and  are 

related with the relative degrees of outputs 

zK VK

z  and 

 [24]. airV

According to derivation rules for composed 

functions, we get: 
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with ( )xzξ  and  be the tracking errors related 

to the desired altitude and desired airspeed 

profile , respectively: 

( )x
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Then equations (20a) and (20b) can be rewritten 

as follows: 
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where ,  ,  ,  and  are real parameters 

such as the roots of and 

 produce adequate tracking error 

dynamics (convergence without oscillation in 

accordance with a given space segment) with 

vk1 vk2 zk1 zk2 zk3

vv ksks 21
2 ++

zzz ksksks 32
2

1
3 +++

s  

denotes the Laplace variable. 

It appears that when replacing in equations (25a) 

and (25b) the space derivatives of the outputs by the 

expressions given by (21a) to (22b), we get nonlinear 

coupled time dynamics for the altitude and the 

airspeed errors. Only in the case of a constant ground 

speed where the space and temporal derivatives are 

related by: 
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we get equivalent linear decoupled time dynamics 

given by: 
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This case corresponds to a no wind situation 

where airspeed is maintained constant. 

In the case where  remains constant over a 

time (space) span, equations (27a) and (27b) become: 
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Here  is such as: GV

( ) ( ) ( 00 ttVtVtV GGG −⋅+= & )                 (29) 

then the above decoupled dynamics have time variant 

parameters and the predictivity (time of response) of 

these dynamics is lost. It can be however shown that 

if  is very small with respect to , these dynamics 

remain stable. 

GV& GV

Then the adoption of a time based reference 

trajectories are of interest when guidance 

requirements can be better expressed with respect to 

space (especially when time constraints at specific 

waypoints are considered). Then it appears that 

adopting in this case a space based trajectory tracking 

technique should avoid this source of error. 

Space-Based NLI Tracking Control 

In this section the space-based nonlinear inverse 

control technique introduced in [18] to perform 

aircraft trajectory tracking is displayed. The 

trajectory output variables equations can be written 

under an affine form with respect to the inputs q  

and  : CT
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where W  represents the parameters , , ,  

and ,  which can be expressed successively . 

xw zw xw& zw&

xw&& zw&&

Since the  terms shown below are in general 

different from zero, the spatial relative degree of  

and 

iB

airV

z are equal respectively to 1 and 2, then in this 

case there are no internal dynamics to worry about. 

The rather complex expressions of components  

 ,  ,  and ,  , in (30a) and (30b) 

are detailed in [17]. 
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In the above equations the temporal derivatives 

and u with u& && { zxairair wwVzxu ,,,,, }γ∈  are related with 

the spatial derivatives of u by: 
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The desired vertical trajectory  is supposed 

to be a smooth function of 

( )xzd

x  (in the considered 

application x is the distance to touchdown) while 

considering expressions (17), (18) and (19)  is 

supposed to be a piecewise smooth function of

dairV

x . 

Since in general flight conditions the control 

matrix given by: 
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is invertible [18], it is possible to perform the 

dynamic inversion to get effective trajectory tracking 

control laws [22], [23]. So we get: 
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with: 
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Observe here that while the successive spatial 

derivatives of desired outputs  and ( )xzd ( )xV
dair  can 

be directly computed, the successive spatial 

derivatives of actual outputs  and  in (34a) 

and (34b) can be computed from relations (12a), 

(12d) and (13) where the wind parameters must be 

replaced by their estimates. 

( )xz ( )xVair

In order to make the aircraft overfly different 

waypoints according to a planned time-table ( )xtd , a 

simple outer-loop PID controller is introduced. 

Desired airspeed is computed and regulated to meet 

constraints related basically to the desired ground 

speed ( )xV
dG , the minimum allowable speed and the 

maximum operating speed. Desired ground speed is 

defined based on the reference time-table ( )xtd  

according to the equation (16). Then the PID speed 

versus space controller is expressed as: 
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where: 

( ) ( ) (xtxtxe dt − )=                        (36) 

Adopted Wind Model 

In this study, longitudinal wind is expressed here 

according to [20] and [21] as: 

( ) ( tzVwtzxW airzzz ,,,, )δ==                  (37a) 

( ) ( ) ( tzVzWwtzxW airxxxx ,,,, )δ+==           (37b) 

where ( )zWx  and ( tzVairzx ,,, )δ  represent the 

deterministic and stochastic components of the 

considered wind, respectively. 

The deterministic horizontal wind speed 

component is expressed as: 
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where ω  and  denote the circular space frequency 

and magnitude of the considered wind component. 

∗
0W

The stochastic wind components adopt Dryden 

spectrum model [22] generated from two normalized 

white Gaussian noise processes through linear filters 

such as: 
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and 
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Here  and  are shape parameters 

(turbulence lengths) such as: 
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• For m  305>z

m305== zzxx LL                         (42) 

where xσ  and zσ  represent standard deviations of 

independent processes such as: 

201.0 Wz =σ                               (43) 

and  is the horizontal wind speed at  above 

ground level. 
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• For m  305≤z
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• For m  305>z
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Time and spatial derivatives of the wind 

components are then given by: 

xtxzxxx WzWxWw ++= &&&                (46) 
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Simulation Study 

The proposed guidance approach is illustrated 

using the Research Civil Aircraft Model (RCAM) 

which has the characteristics of a wide body 

transportation aircraft [24] with a maximum 

allowable landing mass of about 125 tons with a 

nominal landing speed of 68m/s. There, the control 

signals are submitted to rate limits and saturations as 

follows: 

rad/s
180
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15
πδπ ≤≤− e

&               (50a) 
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180

10rad
180

25
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180
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While the minimum allowable speed is  

with 

stallV23.1

m/s8.51=stallV  and the angle of attack is limited 

to the domain [ ]°°− 18,5.11  where . °=18stallα

Simulation results in no wind condition 

In a no wind condition, Figure 2a and Figure 2b 

display respectively altitude tracking performances 

resulting from time NLI and space NLI guidance 

schemes.  While Figure 3a and Figure 3b provide 

closer views of altitude and tracking performance 

during initial transients, it appears clearly that in both 

cases the spatial NLI trajectory tracking technique 

provides better results: the spatial span for 

convergence towards the desired trajectories is 

shortened by about 2000m while convergence is 

performed with reduced oscillations. Figure 4a and 

Figure 4b display airspeed tracking performances by 

time NLI and space NLI guidance schemes, 

respectively when the aircraft is initially late 

according to the planned time table. It appears clearly 

that the aircraft increases its airspeed to the 

maximum operating speed during 12000m until it 

catches up its delay as it is also shown in Figure 7a. 

 Since except at initial transients the 

performances look similar, Figures 5 and 6 display 

respectively the evolution of respectively the angle of 

attack, the flight path angle, the elevator deflection 

and the throttle setting during the whole manoeuvre. 



Since the angle of attack remains in a safe domain 

and the considered longitudinal inputs remain by far 

unsaturated this demonstrates the feasibility of the 

manoeuvre.  

Figure 7A and Figure 7B show airspeed and 

time tracking performances in two cases. The first 

one considers a delay situation for an aircraft 

according to a reference time table where the aircraft 

maintains its airspeed at  until it compensates the 

initial delay. In the second situation the aircraft is 

initially in advance with respect to the planned time 

table and in this case the speed controller sets its 

airspeed to the minimum allowable speed until the 

time tracking error is eliminated. 

MOV

Simulation results in the presence of wind 

Here a tailwind with a mean value of 12m/s has 

been considered. Figure 8 provide an example of 

realization of such wind. 

Since in this study the problem of the online 

estimation of the wind components has not been 

tackled, it has been supposed merely that the wind 

estimator will be similar to a first order filter with a 

time constant equal to 0,35s in one case (time NLI 

guidance) and with a space constant equal to 28m in 

the other case (space NLI guidance). Then the filtered 

values of these wind components have been fed to the 

respective NLI guidance control laws. 

Figure 9A and Figure 9B display altitude, 

airspeed and time tracking performances in the 

presence of the wind when the actual time table is 

late and in advance situations according to the 

reference time table, respectively. It appears that the 

proposed control technique (space-based NLI) keeps 

its performances shown in the sub-section above. 

Conclusion 

In this paper a new longitudinal guidance 

scheme for transportation aircraft has been proposed. 

The main objective here has been to improve the 

tracking accuracy performance of the guidance along 

a desired longitudinal trajectory referenced in a 

spatial frame. This has led to the development of a 

new representation of longitudinal flight dynamics 

where the independent variable is ground distance to 

a reference point. The nonlinear inverse control 

technique has been applied in this context so that 

tracking errors follow independent and 

asymptotically stable spatial dynamics around the 

desired trajectories. It has been shown also that a 

similar tracking objective expressed in the time frame 

cannot be equivalent when the desired airspeed 

changes as it is generally the case along climb and 

approach for landing. 

Tracking performances obtained from spatial 

and time NLI guidance have been compared through 

a simulation study considering a descent maneuver of 

a transportation aircraft in wind and no wind 

conditions. It appears already that the proposed 

approach results in improved tracking performances 

as well as in an enhanced track predictability.  

To get applicability this new guidance approach 

still should overcome important challenges related 

mainly with navigation and online wind estimation 

performances. Then an improved integration of on 

board flight path optimization functions including the 

consideration of neighbouring traffic and the 

guidance function will become possible.  
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Figure  2.  Desired Altitude Trajectory Tracking Performance by Space NLI (a) and Time NLI (b), 

Respectively. (No Wind). 

 

Figure  3.  Initial Altitude Tracking by Space NLI (a) and Time NLI (b), (No Wind). 

  

Fig  4.   Desired Airspeed Profile Tracking Performance by Space NLI (a) and Time NLI (b), 

Respectively. (No Wind). 



  

Fig 5. Angle of Attack and Flight Path Angle Evolution with Space NLI (a,b) and with Time NLI (c,d), 

Respectively. (No Wind). 

  

Fig 6. Control Inputs Evolution with Space NLI (a,b) and with Time NLI (c,d), Respectively. (No Wind). 

 

  

Fig 7.A   Delayed initial situation and recover. 



 

 

Fig 7.B Advanced initial situation and recover. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.  Example of realization of wind components. 

 



 

Fig  9.A   Delayed initial situation and recover with wind. 

 

 

Fig  9.B    Advanced initial situation and recover with wind. 
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